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1 Introduction
Ad-hoc sensor networks are networks of sensing devices (and other communi-
cating devices) whose goal is to have the sensors “sense” some aspect of their
local environment and communicate those values over the network they have
created. These type of networks create a number of challenging problems for
the following reasons.
The sensors that are part of an ad-hoc sensor network are most often low-cost
battery powered devices, capable of sensing some aspect of the environment near
them. For example, low frequency vibrations, visual light, sound, infrared light,
motion, etc. Their batteries have a short life-time and low power. Consequently
the sensors they power are severely limited in the range that they can sense
and cannot communicate their values far. Furthermore, in typical applications,
sensors cannot be positioned accurately. For example, they may be dropped
from a plane. The network they use to move information is ad-hoc, in that
the network needs to be created using the sensors (and other communication
devices). The limited power of sensors means that sensor networks may have to
make use of multiple hops within their ad-hoc network to move the information
they have gathered to a collection point. What is more, to conserve power one
may want to turn the power off on a sensor. The communication network may
need to be created on the fly as need be as sensors previously used as relay points
may be turned off or have died. Additionally, redundancy of sensor coverage
in a part or whole of the area may be important so that if a sensor uses up its
power, the area it was sensing is still covered by another. All of these difficulties
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make studying these networks an interesting topic and there have been many
papers in the recent past on examining solutions to these problems.
We examine a coverage problem. There are really two related coverage ques-
tions for ad-hoc sensor networks, sensing coverage of the area, and communica-
tion coverage. In this paper, we will investigate some geometric considerations
for the placement of sensors in the area so as to provide sensing coverage and
redundancy. While in fact, a single sensor may have several sensory modali-
ties (low frequency vibrations, visual light, etc.), with each modality differing
in range and in other properties, we will limit ourselves in this paper to one
type of sensing coverage and make a number of assumptions: all sensors have
the same modality, all sensors have the same radius of coverage (with perfect
coverage inside of it), the field that the sensors are to placed is flat, with no
obstructions, and the communications radius of a sensor is more (maybe two or
three times more) than the sensor coverage radius. (The last assumption means
that sensing coverage also provides communications coverage.)
Investigations of sensing coverage of a field has been well studied as well.
In the sensor literature an approach that has been discussed is iteratively find-
ing a better coverage of the area than the current configuration. Although it
is possible to provide global information to all sensors, this is power and time
expensive. Consequently, a useful and usual assumption is to assume sensors
only know about their local environment based on how far they can communi-
cate. The algorithms at each iterative step then move the sensors to improve
their own coverage of the area they see. Methods involving local computations
[4] have been shown to converge to local optima, resulting in very good but
not perfect coverage. In the scenario where sensors malfunction and need to be
replaced, a bidding-based algorithm [3] has been suggested. For the same task,
when there is a surplus of sensors a grid-based method [5] has been suggested
wherein sensors designated as neighborhood heads communicate with one an-
other to calculate routing of sensors from neighborhoods with surplus sensors
to those requiring them.
Some work too has been done on proper placement without considering mov-
ing sensors. Using probabilistic modeling in a random deployment scenario with
non-mobile sensors [6] calculates efficient placement of sensors for full coverage.
However, the problem of finding good placement and redundant coverage has
not been studied.
In this paper we use geometric ideas to look at what would be considered
a “good” placement of sensors. By placing sensors into a grid configuration
we do not attempt an optimal configuration but one that is easy to deploy
and has excellent coverage properties. The results from here can be used as a




Well studied for hundreds of years are how best to cover and or pack a two
dimensional area using various geometric shapes, including disks (circles with
their interiors) into a square area. Solutions have been given by mathemati-
cians, amateur puzzle solvers, and more recently computer scientists [1]. In this
literature, the covering problem would be stated as covering completely a square
area using disks. As stated in a collection of open problems in discrete geometry
[1], only the arrangements of n unit disks that cover the largest possible square
have been proved for small values of n.
The problem remains without a general solution. The exact solutions for
small n do not provide guidance for a general solution and because they are
not totally symmetric, do not result in optimal solutions for larger areas when
repeated. Our interest here is to find a solution that will have symmetry, be
general in its approach (i.e., not depend on n), and be easy to implement. We
are also interested in covering solutions that are redundant.
The paper is organized by first looking at how to use repeating patterns to
cover a field with 2 redundancy. We then consider the of k-covering, that is,
making each point in the field covered by at least k disks. Multiple covering of
an area is important since redundancy allows some sensors to be turned off or
malfunction and still cover an area of interest. Redundancy can be important
when triangulation is of concern, when occlusion occurs, and it allows 3-D im-
ages of events. Some of the earlier iterative algorithms could be improved using
these results.
We examine the problem from a geometric point of view. We will use the
term “disk” to represent the area that a sensor covers, which is appropriate
based on our assumption that all points up to a distance r from a sensor are
covered by it. Without loss of generality, we will consider only unit disks, that
is, having radius 1.
2.1 Exact solutions with lattice-based arrangements
A field can be covered with disks in a variety of ways. We describe one way that
has some advantages described below. The method we shall use is to place the
(sensors) center of disks evenly around the circumference of another (sensor)
disk. We illustrate using first showing a solution with four disks around the
circumference, then three. Together they show the general method. It turns
out that the three disk solution is optimal.
2.1.1 Four disk overlap solution
We illustrate the placement algorithm using four disks around the circumference
of another. Start with a single disk within a large field. Four disks are added,
one centered at 0◦ on this disk’s circumference, the next at 90◦, then 180◦, and
another at 270◦ (0◦ point is arbitrarily chosen.) Fig. 1 (a) shows this basic
arrangement, and Fig. 1 (b) the resulting pattern. Notice that every point on
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the plane, except the edges, is covered at least twice using this arrangement.
(We will ignore the boundary conditions in the rest of this paper, since we
assume a large field. They are easily handled, e.g. have disks extend beyond
the boundary).
(a) (b)
Figure 1: “Four disk overlap” solution
Observe that if the field were infinite and if the origin is placed at any disk,
the disk centers fall on exactly the points on the plane with integer coordinates:
{(i, j) | i, j ∈ Z}. This is sometimes called the integer lattice on the plane.
A lattice arrangement [2] on the plane, also called a grid lattice, is the set of
all points whose coordinates are a linear combination with integer coefficients
of two linearly independent vectors u = 〈1, 0〉0, 1 > and v = 〈0, 1〉. Such a set
{u,v} is called a basis, and we shall refer to these vectors as basis vectors that
generate a grid lattice Λ. In precise terms, Λ(u,v) = {iu + jv | i, j ∈ Z}.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: The square grid (a) with basis, (b) with Voronoi neighborhoods
In this language, the integer lattice obtained by placing four sensors on the
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circumference of another sensor’s circumference is the grid lattice generated by
the basis vectors 〈1, 0〉 and 〈0, 1〉, which is shown more clearly in Fig. 2 (a).
The integer lattice Z2 can be decomposed into two square grid lattices based
on parity, much of how a checkerboard consists of black squares and white
squares. In other words, Λeven = {(i, j) | i + j = 2k : i, j, k ∈ Z} and Λodd =
{(i, j) | i + j = 2k + 1 : i, j, k ∈ Z}. Clearly, Z2 = Λeven ]Λodd where ] denotes
disjoint union.
Notice that the set of unit disks centered at Λeven and that centered at Λodd
can each cover the entire field on their own—thus together they create a 2-cover,
a desirable decomposition.
In order to estimate how many sensors will be needed to cover an area with
sensors in a certain arrangement, we can find the coverage density. The coverage
density is the ratio of the sum of the individual disks’ areas to the area of the
field being covered. Consider the decomposition of the field into the Voronoi
neighborhoods of the sensors. The Voronoi neighborhood of a sensor p is the
set of points no closer to any other sensor q than to p. Due to the regularity of
the integer lattice (and in fact, all grid lattices), these Voronoi neighborhoods
are all of equal size; their boundaries are shown in Fig. 2 (b). Therefore, the
coverage density will be exactly the area of a disk divided by the area of its
Voronoi neighborhood.
Since a unit disk has area π and each Voronoi neighborhood for this solution
is a square with length 1, and has area exactly 1, the coverage density of this
solution is π. Clearly, the coverage density is independent of the actual sensory
radius r, since every solution can be scaled by r. Using this method, we can
cover a large (so that edge conditions can be neglected) field of area A with
approximately πA/r2 or 3.14A/r2 sensors.
2.1.2 Three disk overlap solution
(a) (b)
Figure 3: “Three disk overlap” solution
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In the same way we can create a grid pattern using three disks around the
circumference of another. Starting with a single disk within the field, three disks
are added, one centered at an arbitrarily chosen 0◦ point on its circumference,
the next at 120◦, and another at 240◦. Fig. 3 (a) shows this basic arrange-
ment. And for each neighbor of the central disk, add (if not there already) disks
centered around their circumference, this time at 180◦, −60◦, and 60◦. The
resulting pattern is shown in Fig. 3 (b). Notice that every point on the plane




Figure 4: “Three disk overlap” solution with grid lattice
The disk centers constitute what is sometimes called the hexagonal grid,
which we shall denote as Λhex, having a honeycomb-like structure, perhaps seen
more clearly by the small light and dark circles at the centers of disks in Fig. 4
(b).
This arrangement is not a grid lattice in the sense defined in the previous
section, since it does not admit a characterization as being simply the linear
combination with integer coefficients of some basis vectors. However, it can
be seen that the subset of this grid that is only the dark circles does indeed
constitute a grid lattice with the basis vectors, which is shown in Fig. 4 (a).
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More specifically, Λdark = Λ(u,v) where u = 〈
√
3, 0〉 and v = 〈
√
3/2, 3/2〉.
Notice that both basis vectors as well as their difference v− u have magnitude√
3. This is commonly referred to as the (equilateral) triangular lattice, as the
origin and the two heads of the basis vectors drawn with tails at the origin
demarcate an equilateral triangle.
It is clear that Λhex = Λdark ] Λlight, which renders Λhex the double lattice
arrangement [2]. In addition, just the sensors placed on Λdark can cover the
entire field, as well as the sensors placed on Λlight. In fact, the arrangement of
sensors on either are optimal for covering a field [1, 2] in terms of density.
Like in the previous section, we can determine the coverage density of disks
in this arrangement with the ratio of the area π of a unit disk, to the area
of the Voronoi neighborhood of a disk center. The Voronoi neighborhoods in
the hexagonal grid are bounded by congruent equilateral triangles, where those
around the sensors in Λdark are vertical mirror images of those around the
sensors in Λlight, an example for each of which is shown in Fig. 4 (c). Further
observe that the sides of these equilateral triangles have the same length as the
basis vectors generating Λdark. Each has a base of length
√
3 and height of
length 3/2, yielding an area of 3
√








This means that to cover a field of large area A (so that edges are of no
concern) with sensors of radius r using this arrangement would take approxi-
mately 4πA
√
3/(9r2) or 2.42A/r2 sensors. This is a factor of 1.3 more efficient
compared to the arrangement described in the previous part.
In fact, since there exists a decomposition into two lattice arrangements,
each of which is known to cover the field optimally, this is the best arrangement
in which every point in the field is covered at least twice, and is decomposable
into two lattice arrangements each of which covers the field.
The arrangements presented in these subsections can be thought of as placing
m sensors on the sensing circumference of one, 360◦/m apart from one another.
We explained the results for m = 4 and m = 3, in that order. A value of m = 6
would result in a triangular grid, similar to what is shown in Fig. 4 (a), but with
disk centers closer together. It can be shown that no repeating 2-dimensional
pattern is possible for values of m other than 3, 4, and 6.
2.2 k-covering
A k-covering of a field is an arrangement of sensors such that every point of the
field can be sensed by at least k sensors. Every covering is a 1-covering. The
two arrangements presented in the previous subsections are 2-coverings.
The primary objective is to k-cover at the same time minimizing the number
of sensors needed. Another desirable property is for all the sensors to be spaced
as far apart from one another as possible. This is subtly different from the
primary objective. We deal with the second here. In general, we can take
the triangular grid in Fig. 4 (a) which provides an optimal 1-covering, and
superimpose k copies of it, one on top of another, so that every position would
have k sensors. Clearly, this would be a legitimate k-covering. Moreover, this is a
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decomposable covering. However, this would not satisfy the secondary objective
since many sensors would have to be piled at exactly the same location!
We can see that the 2-covering solution provided in Fig. 4 (b) satisfies the
secondary criterion well by placing sensors at the centers of the equilateral
triangles defined by the basis vectors.
The problem of given a general k, how best to obtain a decomposable k-
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